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A cursed dragon shifter, a terminal cancer patient, and a
magical bond that promises to save them both... if they
don't kill each other first. — 2020 RONE award winner
BEST PARANORMAL ROMANCE LONG — 2020
Independent Publisher Book Award for BEST
ROMANCE E-BOOK New Orleans: city of intrigue,
supernatural secrets, and one enigmatic dragon. A
deadly curse.... For 300 years, Gabriel Blakemore has
survived in New Orleans after a coup in his native realm
of Paragon scattered him and his dragon siblings across
the globe. Now a voodoo curse threatens to end his
immortal existence. His only hope is to find an antidote,
one that may rest in a mortal woman. A lifesaving gift...
After five years of unsuccessful treatment for her brain
cancer, death is a welcome end for Raven Tanglewood.
Her illness has become a prison her adventurous spirit
cannot abide. Salvation comes in the form of Gabriel,
who uses dragon magic to save her. A harrowing price...
To Raven, the bond that results from Gabriel's gift is
another kind of captivity. Can Gabriel win Raven's love
and trust in time to awaken the life-saving magic within
her? Or will his fiery personality and possessive ways
drive her from his side and seal his fate? * * * "Fans of
paranormal romance will get swept up in this quick,
steamy romance and the intriguing mystery wrapped in
magic.[Book Life]" –Publisher's Weekly “An impressive
mix of Greek mythology, Vodoun rituals, and the
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distinctive mystique of New Orleans, past and present.
It’s a compelling start to what seems destined to be an
entertaining series.” – InD’tale Crowned Heart Review
“I loved this steamy, fast paced paranormal romance. I
need a dragon of my very own.” – Kim Loraine, Best
Selling Author of The Fallen Angel Trilogy “Magic,
adventure, and romance fly off the pages of The Dragon
of New Orleans!” – Britt Franks Red Hatter Book Blog
“…rich in magic, legend and love so if you like
paranormal then this one I highly recommend.” – Becky
Bookworm Blog “The romance burns slowly, and the
suspense will keep you glued to the pages.” – Uncaged
Reviews “Wow, what a ride! …a captivating, highly
entertaining story about love, letting go and sacrifice.” –
Konny, Goodreads reviewer "Reading Dragon of New
Orleans made me feel right at home in my adopted city,
and I can't wait for the next one. This is a fantastic start
of a new urban fantasy series." –NYT Bestselling Author
Deanna Chase * * * Topics: dragon shifter romance
series, romance saga, romantic suspense, series starter,
first in series, romance series, romance saga, romantic
family saga, new release, shapeshifter romance with
sex, New Orleans, Voodoo, paranormal romance
dragons, shifter romance, dragon shifter romance series,
romance ebook, romance series, top romance reads,
bestselling, fantasy romance, paranormal elements,
contemporary fantasy, urban fantasy, HEA, Genevieve
Jack, Genevieve Jack Dragons, Witches, Magic, Love,
strong heroine, alpha hero, family, cancer survivor,
steamy romance, emotional romance, new adult
paranormal romance, forbidden romance, romance
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fiction, top ebooks in romance, top ebooks in
paranormal, romance books, romance, award winning
romance, USA Today bestseller, Paranormal Romance
witches, paranormal romance shifters Series Perfect for
fans of Alisa Woods, Christine Feehan, Jessie Donovan,
M. Flynn, Mac Flynn, Thea Harrison, Gena Callahan,
Milly Weaver, J.K. Harper, Anna Craig, Michelle M.
Pillow, Mandy M. Roth, JR Ward, Kresley Cole, Ilona
andrews, Jayne faith, Renee Rose, Vanessa Vale,
Brenda K Davies, Layla Nash, Sherilee Gray, Abigail
Owen, Donna Grant, Terry Bolryder, T. S. Joyce, Zoe
Chant, Charlene Hartnady, Eve Langlais, Evangeline
Anderson, Milly Taiden, Alexandra Ivy
Welcome to Starry Hollow, where spells were made to
be broken. When Ember Rose is tasked with covering
the birthday party of a wealthy 200-year-old matriarch for
the local paper's society section, she doesn't bank on the
guest of honor dying before the cake is served. It quickly
becomes clear that the matriarch's death wasn't due to
natural causes and Ember finds herself embroiled in yet
another mystery. On top of that, Marley is about to turn
the (literal) magical age of 11, a day she's been
anticipating since her arrival in Starry Hollow, but all is
not going according to plan. In fact, nothing is going to
according to plan, including Ember's tumultuous love life.
As much as she wants her personal issues to be
relegated to background noise until she can solve the
murder, they have a way of turning up the volume and
demanding her attention. Will Ember manage to reveal
the killer's identity before the killer silences her forever?
Magic & Malice is the seventh book in the Starry Hollow
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Witches paranormal cozy mystery series. This is a fulllength, humorous cozy mystery novel. Books in the
series include: Magic & Murder, Book 1 Magic &
Mystery, Book 2 Magic & Mischief, Book 3 Magic &
Mayhem, Book 4 Magic & Mercy, Book 5 Magic &
Madness, Book 6 Magic & Malice, Book 7 Annabel
Chase is also the author of the Spellbound Paranormal
Cozy Mystery series. Check out Curse the Day, Book 1
in that series.
Welcome to Spellbound, where paranormal is the new
normal. Life is good for Emma Hart. She's married to the
love of her life, raising an amazing daughter, surrounded
by close friends, and working at a job that makes a
difference. When some of her more cantankerous friends
start exhibiting signs of sweetness and light against their
normal natures, it seems that Emma's influence has
finally taken hold-except their behavior seems off in a
way that Emma can't quite identify.In the meantime,
Spellbound receives a visit from Ember Rose, Starry
Hollow's intrepid reporter who's in town with her daughter
and raccoon familiar seeking information from an unlikely
source about her ancestor, the One True Witch. Emma
offers to help in any way she can, despite the growing
tide of unease in connection with certain residents'
excessive virtue. Will Emma get to the bottom of the
change before the whole town becomes a zombie horde
of Stepford paranormals or will her voice of reason be
drowned out by a tsunami of sweetness? Halo Effect is
the 8th book in the Spellbound Ever After paranormal
cozy mystery series. Books in the Spellbound Ever After
series include: Crazy For Brew, Book 1Lost That Coven
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Feeling, Book 2Wands Upon A Time, Book 3Charmed
Offensive, Book 4Poetry in Potion, Book 5Cloaks and
Daggers, Book 6 Ghoul's Paradise, Book 7Halo Effect,
Book 8Books in the Spellbound series include: Curse the
Day, Book 1Doom and Broom, Book 2 Spell's Bells,
Book 3 Lucky Charm, Book 4Better Than Hex, Book
5Cast Away, Book 6A Touch of Magic, Book 7A Drop in
the Potion, Book 8Hemlocked and Loaded, Book 9All
Spell Breaks Loose, Book 10
Hazel Abbot spent her whole life unaware she was a
witch. When a spell thrusts her great-aunt Sarah
Hutchinson forward from the Salem witch trials of 1692
and lands her in Hazel’s bookstore, everything Hazel
thought she knew about herself changes. Complicating
matters, Raven Dare, a supernatural hunter, informs her
that they’ve all been summoned by the Queen Witch,
Morgan le Fay. Morgan compels Hazel, Sarah, and
Raven to correct the shift in the realms of good and evil
by ridding the world of the evil that followed Sarah into
modern day. If they fail, the forces of white magic will be
extinguished forever. But completing the perilous
mission, convincing Sarah to return to Puritan life, and
resisting their growing attraction for each other might
prove more difficult than Hazel and Raven ever
anticipated.
Welcome to Starry Hollow, where spells were made to
be broken. Ember Rose is back for another Starry Hollow
mystery. The former New Jersey resident and
descendant of the One True Witch expects to see
magical works of art on Balefire Beach for the first
annual sand sculpture competition--what she doesn't
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expect to see is a dead body. Now she and Sheriff Nash
are hot on the trail of a killer, while trying to downplay
their hots for each other. When one of Ember's spells
goes awry, it has unintentional consequences that could
spiral out of control if she doesn't come to her senses
soon. Can Ember turn the tide before the shifting sands
of evidence are washed away forever?Magic & Mayhem
is the fourth book in the Starry Hollow Witches
paranormal cozy mystery series. This is a full-length,
humorous cozy mystery novel.Books in the series
include:Magic & Murder, Book 1Magic & Mystery, Book 2
Magic & Mischief, Book 3 Magic & Mayhem, Book
4Magic & Mercy, Book 5Annabel Chase is also the
author of the Spellbound Paranormal Cozy Mystery
series. Check out Curse the Day, Book 1 in that series.
Celia Wird and her three sisters are just like other
20-something girls—with one tiny exception: they're
products of a backfired curse that has given each of
them unique powers that make them, well, weird…
Celia’s a girl in trouble. Her heart is bound to Aric, but
he is a pureblood were who must deny her or risk
condemning his species to extinction. And that’s just her
love life. She’s also been called to take down a group of
demon terrorists looking to overthrow the paranormal
world. (No pressure.) In order to bring them down, Celia
must ally herself to Misha, the master vampire who has
made no secret of his desire for her. And if that weren’t
enough misfortune for one girl, a clairvoyant’s prediction
could destroy Celia and Aric’s love for good. The only
way to protect the world from unbridled supernatural
terrorism is for Celia to bind herself to her destined mate.
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And that doesn’t appear to be Aric…
Twenty-Five Ghost Stories BY W. BOB HOLLAND This
collection of ghost stories owes its publication to an
interest that I have long felt in the supernatural and in
works of the imagination. As a child I was deeply
concerned in tales of spooks, haunted houses, wraiths
and specters and stories of weird experiences, clanking
chains, ghostly sights and gruesome sounds always held
me spellbound and breathless. Experiences in editorial
offices taught me that I was not alone in liking stories of
mystery. The desire to know something of that existence
that is veiled by Death is equally potent in old age and in
youth, and men, women and children like to be thrilled
and to have a “creepy” feeling along the spinal column
as the result of reading of a visitor from beyond the
grave. This volume contains the most famous of the
weird stories of Edgar Allan Poe, that master of this form
of literature. “The Black Cat” contains all the needed
element of mystery and supernatural, and yet the feline
acts in a natural manner all of the time, and the story is
quite possibly true. It is only in the manner of its{6} telling
that the tale becomes one that fittingly finds its place in
this collection. Guy de Maupassant, the clever
Frenchman, is also represented by two effective bits of
work, and other less widely known writers have also
contributed stories that are worth reading, and when
once read will be remembered. There is not a story
among the twenty-five that is not worthy of close reading.
There has recently been a revival in interest in ghost
stories. Many of the high-class magazines have within a
few months printed stories with supernatural incidents,
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and writers whose names are known to all who read
have turned their attention to this form of literature.
Whether or not the reader believe in ghosts, he cannot
fail to be interested in this little book. Without venturing to
express a positive opinion either way, I will only say with
Hamlet: “There are more things in heaven and earth,
Horatio, than are dreamt of in your philosophy.” TwentyFive Ghost Stories BY W. BOB HOLLAND
Welcome to Starry Hollow, where spells were made to
be broken.Short on both cash and time, Ember Rose
does her best as a single mom in New Jersey, serving
up attitude along with repossession notices. When a
repo job goes sideways, she and her daughter find
themselves in imminent danger--until a visit from
estranged relatives turns their world upside down.
Ember, Marley, and their Yorkie are transported to Starry
Hollow, a paranormal town where witches rule and magic
is as normal as pizza. Where Ember goes, though,
trouble seems to follow. When a member of the coven
turns up dead and the sexy werewolf sheriff identifies
Ember as a suspect, she decides to take matters into her
own hands like only a Jersey girl can.Magic & Murder is
the first book in the Starry Hollow Witches series.For
more information, please visit Annabel Chase on
Facebook.Other books by Annabel Chase include the
Spellbound paranormal cozy mystery series.
Welcome to Chipping Cheddar, where supernaturals are
hidden in plain sight...Annoying but loving family?
Check.Picturesque small town with a hot police chief?
Check.A rescue hellhound, a black cat with attitude, and
a pet python that thinks he's a puppy? Triple check.My
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story has all the hallmarks of a sweet and cozy
supernatural tale, but there's a twist-I am evil.Well, I'm
supposed to be evil thanks to both nature and nurture,
but I fight it with every fiber of my being. I just want to live
a normal life. I even joined the FBI instead of the Federal
Bureau of Magic, until my powers reared their ugly head
and the agency sent me packing back to my hometown
to fight magical crimes instead. Now I'm back in Chipping
Cheddar, living with my evil family, with a new job and all
my old baggage. Oh, and there's a dead body, which
was definitely not an accident. So there you have it.
Welcome to my world. Great Balls of Fury is the first
book in the Federal Bureau of Magic paranormal cozy
mystery series. Other books in the series include--Fury
Godmother, Book 2No Guts, No Fury, Book 3
Welcome to Spellbound, where paranormal is the new
normal. The only magic Emma Hart believes in is
caffeine and the power of the dryer to lose one sock per
load. A public interest lawyer buried under a mound of
student debt, Emma's whole life has been one turn of
bad luck after another. Her streak seems to continue
when she gets lost on the way to see a client in the
remote Pocono Mountains. A chance encounter with a
suicidal angel lands her in Spellbound, a town where
supernaturals have been cursed to remain for
centuries--probably not the best time for Emma to
discover that she's actually a witch. Between the recent
murder of the town's public defender, a goblin accused
of theft, remedial witch classes, and the attention of one
smoking hot vampire, Emma struggles to navigate this
unfamiliar terrain without losing her mind...or her life.
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Curse the Day is the first book in the Spellbound
paranormal cozy mystery series.
"We always think we will have more time... and then it
runs out..." Vera Norton is only a young girl when her
ancient friend and neighbor, Lillian Thompson, dies,
leaving her emotionally wounded and incredibly
vulnerable. With little parental supervision and a brother
who couldn't be more opposite of her in every way, Vera
is left reeling and spending a lot of time with the one
permanent figure in her life, a large oak tree at the center
of the Thompson gardens, a tree that is at the epicenter
of Vera's world. However, when Lillian's strange sister,
Elizabeth, moves into the Thompson house next door
and takes over the property, the curious and horrific
really take hold. This then catapults Vera into an adult
life of magic and mystery, love and dangerous
obsession, ghostly encounters and supernatural
apparitions, curses and spells. Can Vera reclaim the life
she knew and the tree she loved, an odd tree that is
central to her existence? Can Vera override a Fate that
stalks her and stares at her with red ember eyes, a Fate
that seems determined to destroy her? Can a curse be
broken and age-old spells unbound?...
Welcome to Spellbound, where paranormal is the new
normal. Emma Hart hasn't had a moment's peace since
her arrival in Spellbound. Her fear of heights hits an alltime high when she's tasked with mastering a
broomstick. It doesn't help that Lady Weatherby seems
determined to make basic witch training feel more like
the magical ninja warrior championships. When a
werewolf is found dead and Daniel is named as the
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prime suspect, Emma takes the initiative to prove that
the angel's halo is firmly intact, once again stepping on
the hooves of the cranky centaur, Sheriff Hugo. The heat
is on as Emma struggles to get a grip on her broomstick
and identify the killer before it's too late. Doom and
Broom is the second book in the Spellbound paranormal
cozy mystery series. This is a full-length, humorous cozy
mystery novel. Books in the series include: Curse the
Day, Book 1 Doom and Broom, Book 2 Spell's Bells,
Book 3 Lucky Charm, Book 4 Better Than Hex, Book 5
Celia Wird and her three sisters are just like other
twentysomething girls—with one tiny exception: They are
the products of a curse that backfired and gave each of
them unique powers that made them, well, a little weird.…
After Celia Wird and her sisters help master vampire
Misha save his family, their powers are exposed to the
supernatural community of the Lake Tahoe region. But
fame comes at a price, and being “weird” isn’t always
welcome. To make matters worse, Celia desires the love
of Alpha werewolf Aric, but his pack is bent on destroying
their relationship to preserve his pureblood status. And
once weres start turning up dead—with evidence pointing
to the vampires—she must face the prospect of losing
Aric forever. But the chaos only masks a new threat. An
evil known as the Tribe has risen—and their sights are set
on Celia and her sisters.
Rebecca Podos, Lambda Literary Award–winning author
of Like Water, returns with a lush, dark, and
unforgettable story of the power of the past to shape our
futures—and the courage it takes to change them. Ruby
Chernyavsky has been told the stories since she was a
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child: The women in her family, once possessed of great
magical abilities to remake lives and stave off death
itself, were forced to flee their Russian home for America
in order to escape the fearful men who sought to destroy
them. Such has it always been, Ruby’s been told, for
powerful women. Today, these stories seem no more
real to Ruby than folktales, except for the smallest bit of
power left in their blood: when each of them comes of
age, she will have a vision of who she will be when she
dies—a destiny as inescapable as it is inevitable. Ruby is
no exception, and neither is her mother, although she
ran from her fate years ago, abandoning Ruby and her
sisters. It’s a fool’s errand, because they all know the
truth: there is no escaping one’s Time. Until Ruby’s
great-aunt Polina passes away, and, for the first time, a
Chernyavsky’s death does not match her vision.
Suddenly, things Ruby never thought she’d be allowed
to hope for—life, love, time—seem possible. But as she
and her cousin Cece begin to dig into the family’s
history to find out whether they, too, can change their
fates, they learn that nothing comes without a cost.
Especially not hope.
The Open Access version of this book, available at
www.taylorfrancis.com/books/9781472453983, has been
made available under a Creative Commons AttributionNon Commercial-No Derivative 4.0 license. Experiences
of hearing the voice of God (or angels, demons, or other
spiritual beings) have generally been understood either
as religious experiences or else as a feature of mental
illness. Some critics of traditional religious faith have
dismissed the visions and voices attributed to biblical
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characters and saints as evidence of mental disorder.
However, it is now known that many ordinary people,
with no other evidence of mental disorder, also hear
voices and that these voices not infrequently include
spiritual or religious content. Psychological and
interdisciplinary research has shed a revealing light on
these experiences in recent years, so that we now know
much more about the phenomenon of "hearing voices"
than ever before. The present work considers biblical,
historical, and scientific accounts of spiritual and mystical
experiences of voice hearing in the Christian tradition in
order to explore how some voices may be understood
theologically as revelatory. It is proposed that in the
incarnation, Christian faith finds both an understanding of
what it is to be fully human (a theological anthropology),
and God’s perfect self-disclosure (revelation). Within
such an understanding, revelatory voices represent a
key point of interpersonal encounter between human
beings and God.
“Nothing good ever happens at the butt-crack of dawn.
No doubt, the headless corpse on the autopsy table in
front of me would agree.”—Violet Parker Real estate
agent, Violet “Spooky” Parker stumbles upon a bodypart theft ring at the local funeral parlor and suspects her
caustic coworker has a hand in it—or maybe a foot. Can
Violet discover what’s in the crates the crooks are
sneaking out of the mortuary in the dark of night? Or will
she end up in one of them herself … in pieces?

A Paranormal Women's Fiction murder mystery for
anyone who believes you can find your powers at
any age.Constance Campbell has made a few
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questionable decisions in the run-up to her fortieth
birthday. So in a way, moving two thousand miles
away from everything she's ever known makes
perfect sense.Creel Creek, Virginia is the last place
either of her ex-husbands would ever think to look
for her. What better place to hide from her
humiliations than a town too small to warrant a
mention on a map?Laid off, and recently divorced
from husband number two, this former workaholic
moves in with her estranged-and very strangegrandmother.A grandmother who informs Constance
that she comes from a long line of powerful witches.
And on the day she hits the big 4-0, she'll come into
her powers.It turns out that she's not the only
paranormal person in town. Under the sleepy
surface, the small town is teeming with supernatural
beings.When Constance finds the town's resident
vampire dead, things go from surreal to scary. The
local sheriff is convinced that a killer is lurking in the
shadows, hunting anyone with supernatural
abilities?including witches like her.He's not
wrong.Can Constance learn enough magic to save
herself and Creel Creek from this unknown foe?
My name is Kendall, and I’m living three lives. The
first is as a legacy, a card-carrying member of an
elite group of witches whose families have attended
Primrose Academy for generations. The legacies
pretty much rule the school, and we have fun doing
it. The second is with a scrappy gang of lesser
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witches, trying to prevent evil from infiltrating the
school. They’re anything but legacies, but Bella,
Cori and Anya are amazing women, and they’re
starting to feel like the supportive friends I always
secretly wished for. My third life happens late at
night, when I sneak out of the castle to meet my
boyfriend in the woods. He’s got dreamy eyes,
copper hair, and an endless capacity to listen to my
problems. But it’s getting harder and harder to keep
up my three separate lives. And things are already
getting out of hand by the time I realize I’ve
inadvertently ruined everything. Before I know it, I’m
caught in a trap. Now I have nothing to rely on but
my wits, and the friends I betrayed, to save me from
a fate worse than death. And then I meet Jared. The
beautiful, shattered shifter has been imprisoned for
years. His body is scarred and his heart is broken,
but he’s willing to weave it all back together all for
me. He tells me I’m his mate, and I believe him.
Together, we can both learn to be whole again. But
it’s going to take a miracle to get us back to our
friends. Shifters Bewitched is a brand-new
Paranormal Romance series from USA Bestselling
Author Tasha Black. Be sure to read them all: Wolf
Spell Bear Charm Panther Curse Raven Song
Isobel Sterling is a governess with many secretsincluding an uncanny ability she's been hiding her
whole life, until the day arrives when she has to use
it to save herself from a madman. But first she has to
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master it. "Fast." Governess Isobel Sterling feels
fortunate to have found a safe haven in the
Montgomery household. The children are kind and
the lord and lady of the house leave her alone. Just
when her life seems as good as it can get,
mysterious visitors arrive from abroad. At first Isobel
is flattered by the single-minded attention she
receives from their handsome young guest, Matteo
Garibaldi. But when girls in the village go missing,
Isobel has a terrible suspicion the disappearances
are linked to the darkness she can see growing
behind Matteo's eyes. Filled with dread, she tries to
avoid his company-until she is locked in with him for
the night.
In the gentle coastal town of South Cove, California,
all Jill Gardner wants is to keep her store--Coffee,
Books, and More--open and running. So why is she
caught up in the business of murder? When Jill's
elderly friend, Miss Emily, calls in a fit of pique, she
already knows the city council is trying to force Emily
to sell her dilapidated old house. But Emily's
gumption goes for naught when she dies
unexpectedly and leaves the house to Jill--along with
all of her problems. . .and her enemies. Convinced
her friend was murdered, Jill is finding the list of
suspects longer than the list of repairs needed on
the house. But Jill is determined to uncover the
culprit--especially if it gets her closer to South Cove's
finest, Detective Greg King. Problem is, the killer
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knows she's on the case--and is determined to close
the book on Jill permanently. . . 81,000 Words
Changes are afoot for Emma Hart now that her
secret is out and her love life has taken a dramatic
turn. With a mayoral election looming and a
murderer on the loose, will life suddenly be a bed of
roses for the plucky heroine or will she get pricked
by the thorns?
Welcome to Spellbound, where paranormal is the
new normal.The big day is quickly approaching for
Emma Hart. The best laid plans go awry, however,
when a potion causes her to lose important
memories. Without Emma's crucial memories, the
coven worries that their hard work to undo the curse
on Spellbound will remain at a standstill. It's all
wands on deck as Emma's friends rally to get to the
bottom of the mystery potion.Will Emma recover her
memories in time to walk down the aisle and save
Spellbound? A not-to-miss book for readers of the
series!All Spell Breaks Loose is the 10th book in the
Spellbound paranormal cozy mystery series. This is
a full-length, humorous cozy mystery novel.
While trying to solve the centuries-old murder of her
great-great-grandmother, scientist Sara Michaels
meets Gabriel, a tormented angel who offers to help
her find the truth--a dangerous alliance that could
either be their salvation or destruction.
"[Robson] delivers in another spell binding addition
to the Weird Girl series that had me constantly on
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the edge of my seat never knowing what to expect
next...I think Robson may have ruined all other UF
books for me." - My Guilty Obsession Just when
Celia thinks the supernatural world can’t turn
deadlier, a new rival emerges, proving just how
dangerous a power-hungry were can be. Since being
cursed with unique abilities, Celia Wird and her three
sisters have fought the most bloodthirsty
preternaturals in the Lake Tahoe region. But Celia’s
greatest threat is someone she would have never
suspected: Anara, a werewolf Elder who has allowed
his hatred for Celia to spiral out of control. In a play
for dominance, Anara tortures Celia and gives her an
ultimatum: sever her mate bond with pureblood were
Aric—or Anara will kill everyone she loves. From the
instant they met, Celia and Aric have shared an
attraction that cannot be tamed. So keeping Aric
away is impossible, and Aric would sooner die than
allow anyone to hurt the woman he loves. Misha,
master vampire and Celia’s sworn protector, also
finds his way into the chaos, seeking blood from
those who have harmed her. Now Celia and her
sisters are caught in the middle of a war driven by
lust, fueled by hatred, and destined to end in
tragedy. For Anara is a force to be reckoned with,
and he will not succumb without robbing Celia of
those who hold her heart.
A poisonous secret. A terrifying curse. And a client
she’d just as soon see dead in a ditch…. Summer
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1889. Harrison Fearing Pell hoped for adventure
when she signed on with the Society for Psychical
Research as an occult investigator. Slogging through
New York’s sewers in pursuit of a “mud man”
wasn’t exactly what she had in mind. But the
reeking monster terrorizing the dance halls of the
Tenderloin leads her to an even more peculiar
mystery — and the last man on earth Harry wishes to
become entangled with. James Moran is a prodigy in
music, mathematics . . . and crime. Harry’s older
sister, the famed detective Myrtle Fearing Pell, has
vowed to put him behind bars. But Harry owes
Moran a personal debt, so when he demands her aid
she can hardly refuse. It turns out that the brilliant
black sheep of New York Society is part of a secret
club at Columbia College whose members have
started dying in bizarre ways that may not be
accidents. Thus begins one of the strangest cases of
Harry’s career, a tale of murder, cold-blooded
revenge and fairytale bogeymen to make the
Brothers Grimm shudder. As the bodies pile up,
each preceded by sightings of the victim’s
doppelgänger, Harry and her stalwart friend John
Weston must race against time to save a man who
arguably deserves his macabre fate. Praise for Dead
Ringer “Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde combined with
Sherlock Holmes . . . If you like historical books that
also have mystery, suspense, action and all the
other ingredients for a page-turning stay-up-all-night
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experience, Dead Ringer is a must read!”
–Books+Coffee=Happiness “Mystery. Paranormal
creatures and myths. Intelligent, brave and daring
characters. Love and hate. History. What else can
you possibly want?” –Dena Garson’s Book Blog
“Everything here is so believable that I almost
expected to see a Mud Man out of the corner of my
eye one morning while passing manholes in the
street. If you are a fan of The X-Files or Warehouse
13, you must read Dead Ringer.” –Diane Reviews
Books “Gaslamp Gothic is witty, smart and little
sexy. Dead Ringer is an excellent addition to this
collection. I’m also certain of one thing: I want more
Moran.” –I Smell Sheep “I have been entertained by
all the books in the series, but this is hands down my
favorite! The tension in the story built and built until I
was on the edge of my seat, full of jumpy nerves and
about to burst with my need to know what would
happen next.” –Smada’s Book Smack “Dead
Ringer is a moody gothic supernatural mystery that
will appeal to readers across genre lines. It’s just
plain good.” –I Love a Good Book “An exciting and
unusual read about metaphysical detectives in the
late 1800s filled with monsters, witches and
doppelgangers!” –The Eclectic Review
Book 1 of the Bewitched By Chocolate Mysteries
Constantly moving as she grew up, Taylor had
learned the hard way how to blend in wherever she
went. But when she moves to VanCamp University
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for her freshman year of college, she immediately
finds herself at the center of attention of nearly
everyone she encounters. From the charismatic and
mysterious Evans twins, to her quirky, clingy
roommate Hannah, it seems that the people in
Taylor's new college life have no intention of letting
her be the wallflower.It's not just blending in that
Taylor has to worry about, though. At VanCamp
University, there is more to the staff and students
than meets the eye. While trying to adjust to her new
life on campus, she finds herself in a world where
fairy tales and reality collide, where gargoyles and
leprechauns mingle with humans and vampires, and
where nothing is as it first appears.And as she
discovers the truth of her own unusual heritage,
Taylor learns that fairy tales are just the beginning.
The most powerful witches live more than one
lifetime. I've come to realize that now. The natural
order of things is for a mother to raise her children.
Not the other way around. My new housemate
Kimberly doesn't know yet what (or who) her
newborn daughter is, but I do. I was there when she
was born and shared a short soul-gaze with my own
mother. Someday, I'll have to break the news to
Kimberly, but not today. Or this week, it looks like.
Not with all the shenanigans going on in Wind's
Crossing. Who would have thought buying a simple
desk at an estate auction would lead to so much
trouble for my little shop? The break-ins ticked me
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off, but I could live with them. I had my own way of
handling things like that. But when the last break-in
yielded a dead body? Well, a witch has to draw the
line somewhere. Besides, I'm a Ravenswind Witch
and head priestess of the Gemstone Coven. We
don't rest until justice is served. One way or another.
Witch of a Godmother is the first book in the Witch
Reborn Series, a Paranormal Witch Cozy Mystery
starring none other than Opal Ravenswind, witch
extraordinaire. This series is the second series
featuring the Gemstone Coven's witches. If you want
to start at the very beginning, check out the
Accidental Familiar Series.
the Dark Kingdom is preparing itself for the fulfilment
of an ancient prophecy - the arrival of a new Queen,
a Witch who will wield more power than even the
High Lord of Hell himself. But this new ruler is young,
and very susceptible to influence and corruption;
whoever controls her controls the Darkness. And
now, three sworn enemies begin a ruthless game of
politics and intrigue, magic and betrayal and the
destiny of an entire world is at stake.
When a sleeping dwarf is found entombed in a glass
coffin and remedial witch Sophie is blamed, Emma
Hart must defend her friend while trying to get to the
bottom of the enchantment. The investigation lands
Emma smack dab in the middle of Spellbound's
dating scene, where plenty of the town's residents
are eager to make her acquaintance. Emma knows
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it's time to kick her witchy skills up a notch if she
expects to survive Thursday night speed dating and
keep sweet Sophie from a life in paranormal prison.
Things have been going well for Rowen Greensmith.
She's moved back home with her family in
Lainswich. She runs The Lainswich Inquirer- a
surprisingly successful publication. She's never been
happier. Sure, her boyfriend Eric spends a lot of time
away, but she still adores him. Sure, her family is still
a lot to handle, but they're still her favorite people in
the world. When a local woman gets killed in a way
that points to the occult, all of that happiness is
turned on its head. The Lainswich community isn't
fond of the Greensmiths (a family of Witches) on the
best of days. It doesn't take much for them to turn
against Rowen's family. Novella (approx. 30,000
words). Second Volume of the "Lainswich Witches"
Mystery Series. It is a standalone (reading prior or
future volumes not required to enjoy the book). No
cliffhanger.
Welcome to Spellbound, where paranormal is the
new normal. Struggling to make sense of recent
changes in her life, witch-in-training Emma Hart
decides to pursue therapy as well as a budding
friendship with Markos, the town's most eligible
minotaur and a talented architect. When the building
inspector turns up dead in Markos's latest design,
Emma quickly finds herself in the midst of a murder
investigation. To top it off, she's defending a young
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werelion whose possession of a deadly substance
has everyone wondering whether his intentions were
equally deadly. Despite these distractions, Emma
can't stop thinking about fallen angel Daniel and his
heartbreaking decision. But if Emma doesn't manage
to clear her head of all these distractions soon, she
might just become the killer's next victim. Better
Than Hex is the fifth book in the Spellbound
paranormal cozy mystery series.
Curse the DayCreatespace Independent Publishing
Platform
The New York Times bestselling author of Panther
Prowling returns to the Otherworld where one of the
D’Artigo sisters faces a terrifying challenge that’s
more personal than she ever could have imagined.
We're the D'Artigo sisters: savvy half-human, halfFae ex-operatives for the Otherworld Intelligence
Agency. My sister Camille is a wicked-good witch.
Delilah is a two-faced werecat and a Death Maiden.
And me? I'm Menolly, a vampire married to a
gorgeous werepuma. As the war in Otherworld
arrives, Blood Wyne, Queen of the Vampires,
summons me. Apparently, my position as Roman's
consort entails more than I imagined... As the
Demon Lord Shadow Wing creates his own sinister
version of the Keraastar Knights—the guardians of
the spirit seals—to destroy the portals and free
himself from the Sub Realms, his ally, the
necromancer Telazhar, leads an assault from
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Otherworld into the streets of Seattle. And my sisters
and I are caught dead center. Then, on the eve of
war, my wife, Nerissa, is captured. The enemy
demands we surrender the rest of the spirit seals, or
they are going to kill her. I will do anything to save
her. Even if it means leading an army of vampires
into the very depths of the Subterranean Realms...
NEVER BEFORE PUBLISHED
A dark and twisted fantasy standalone romance,
where hate and love collide in a world filled with
snarky witches and vengeful gods. Perfect for fans of
To Kill a Kingdom and Kingdom of the Wicked
Grieving being torn from her beloved sister, who
remained behind in the human kingdom, Elle makes
it her life purpose to become a keeper in her
cursekeeper coven. But this calling won't be an easy
one. The magic possessed by her small coven of
four casts them as outsiders throughout the
kingdom. Yet when witches are found murdered in
the woods, the cursekeepers quickly become the
town's only hope. Many believe the murders are the
work of a god. An old one returned in search of
vengeance. Elle, on the other hand, suspects Viktor,
the new warlock to town, is somehow linked to the
violent deaths. However, his agenda doesn't stop
there. Infiltrating her coven. Charming everyone
around him. Threatening her plans to become a
keeper. This rivalry quickly becomes personal. When
the truth behind the murders surfaces, Elle finds
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herself thrust into a dangerous new world, trapped
between twisted hearts and terrifying beings. With
the victims piling up, she must decide who to trust
and who to protect before it's too late. Embraced by
Darkness is a collection of standalone books set in
the same world without an overarching plot, which
means you can start with any books in the series
and pick and choose which ones you want to read.
This collection of novels follows different couples as
they go from enemies to friends to lovers, while
facing dangerous obstacles in a world split between
humans, shifters, witches and gods, set in two
kingdoms that separate them.
Welcome to Chipping Cheddar, where supernaturals
are hidden in plain sightThere's been a discovery of
demons.Again.The appearance of a strange plant on
the Taskers' farm sends Neville and I straight to the
Federal Bureau of Magic database, where we
discover that deadly demons are snatching bodies
all over town. Meanwhile, with the Day of Darkness
looming on the calendar, family tensions abound and
I'm reminded once again that I'm the white sheep of
this black magic family. Can I put a stop to the
Stepford invasion before it's too late or will the
demons take up residence in their
hosts--permanently? Bedtime Fury (Federal Bureau
of Magic Cozy Mystery, Book 5) is a humorous
paranormal cozy mystery with demon action and a
budding romance. Federal Bureau of Magic cozy
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mystery seriesGreat Balls of Fury, Book 1Fury
Godmother, Book 2No Guts, No Fury, Book 3Grace
Under Fury, Book 4Bedtime Fury, Book 5Books in
the Starry Hollow Witches series include: Magic &
Murder, Book 1Magic & Mystery, Book 2 Magic &
Mischief, Book 3 Magic & Mayhem, Book 4Magic &
Mercy, Book 5Magic & Madness, Book 6Magic &
Malice, Book 7Magic & Mythos, Book 8Magic &
Mishaps, Book 9Books in the Spellbound series
include: Curse the Day, Book 1Doom and Broom,
Book 2 Spell's Bells, Book 3 Lucky Charm, Book
4Better Than Hex, Book 5Cast Away, Book 6A
Touch of Magic, Book 7A Drop in the Potion, Book
8Hemlocked and Loaded, Book 9All Spell Breaks
Loose, Book 10Books in the Spellbound Ever After
series include: Crazy For Brew, Book 1Lost That
Coven Feeling, Book 2Wands Upon A Time, Book
3Charmed Offensive, Book 4
Sweary, Hilariously fun, daily, guided, fill-in journal.
Curse the Day is a grATTITUDE journal to help you
put up with the madness. and take the your day
back. The hilariously fun, fill-ins are designed to
make journaling easy, quick, and rewarding. Curse
the Day: Guided prompts with fill-in spaces allow you
to vent about the people who do you wrong and the
debacles they cause! Mood Meter: 1 thru 10? Mood
tracker keeps track of your mood. Swear Word
Scramble: Includes stress relieving activities and fun
guided prompts such as swear word scramble and
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This and That to help get your mind in the right
place. GrATTITUDE: Of course, it's not just about
you. Or is it? Seriously though, space is provided so
you can express thankfulness to the people and
things that you're fortunate and lucky to have. GIFT
IT: This funny motivational gratitude journal makes
the perfect gift for all adults. Consider this gift for gag
gift giving, holidays, Mother's Day, Father's Day, and
more! Take back your day with the Curse the Day
gratitude with attitude journal!
Welcome to Spellbound, where paranormal is the
new normal. New witch Emma Hart is at her wit's
end and, this time, it's not the result of her vampire
ghost roommate, her snarky owl, or her feelings for a
certain fallen angel. Key members of Spellbound
society are acting like children and it's wreaking
havoc on the town's regulation-happy infrastructure.
When Emma is turned invisible during the
investigation, she realizes that the spell was no
accident and that someone is out to silence herpermanently. Lucky Charm is the fourth book in the
Spellbound paranormal cozy mystery series. This is
a full-length, humorous cozy mystery novel. Books in
the series include: Curse the Day, Book 1 Doom and
Broom, Book 2 Spell's Bells, Book 3 Lucky Charm,
Book 4 Better Than Hex, Book 5
They have the power to hold you spellbound, to
captivate your senses, and to keep you forever in
their control. Forever enthralled… #1 New York Times
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bestselling author Lora Leigh returns to her sensual
world of the Breeds…as one stubborn Breed meets
her match, and can no longer deny her mate—or the
fierce desires of her own heart. New York Times
bestselling author Alyssa Day introduces the League
of the Black Swan…and the dangerous game one
woman plays when her family’s curse dooms her to
kill the man she loves. New York Times bestselling
author Meljean Brook delivers a new story in her
steampunk world of the Iron Seas…as a man who’s
lost everything returns home to find that not only is
his marriage in jeopardy, but he must now fight air
pirates who intend to steal his one remaining
treasure—his wife. And Lucy Monroe, national
bestselling author of the Children of the Moon
novels…unleashes the feral passions of a werewolf
on the body, mind, and soul of his prey, his lover, his
lifemate.
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